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ABSTRACT

This work presents an experimental study dealing with the deviations from the

ideal flow models in the case of the flow of e-caprolactam and, respectively, of

the polymer melt, along an industrial unit for polyamide-6 synthesis . The flow
pattern was determined by analyzing the mean residence time and dispersion

criterion, which were obtained from radiotracer measurements. Different flow
types were evidenced for different zones of the industrial polymerization unit
plug-flow with small mixing contribution in the reactor feeding pipe and in the

prepolymerizer device and stirred flow with flow defects (stagnant zones and
recirculation) for the polymerization column . The analysis of the residence time
distribution functions revealed different flow patterns according to different
regions of the polymerization column . We estimated the stagnant volume of
each polymerization zone by comparing the experimental mean residence time
and corresponding nominal residence time, defined as the ratio between the

total volume of the zone and the volumetric flow rate. The detection of some
important flow anomalies occurring in the 3rd and 4th zones of the

polymerization column indicates the positions requiring an improvement of
hydrodynamic regime . These experimental results were used and to ameliorate
the operating regime of the e-caprolactam polymerization unit.
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INTRODUCTION

	

imply to improve the operating conditions, to upgrade
the existing polymerization unit . Previous studies

The main challenges concerning the optimization of

	

dealing with PA-6 synthesis have mainly considered
the industrial synthesis of poly-c-caprolactam (PA-6),

	

the effect of the reaction temperature and water
in order to ameliorate the polymer characteristics,

	

concentration on the polymer physico-chemical
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properties [1], the influence of different kinetic and
thermodynamic data describing the polymerization
process [2–4] and the development of mathematical
models for modelling the polymerization in .various
reactors [5–7] . They are generally based on the con-
cept of an ideal fluid flow, either plug-flow or perfect-
ly mixed flow.

However, it is already known that the fluid
circulation in a real reactor deviates from these two
ideal flow models, due to the existence of stagnant
zones, short-circuits or recirculations. In some cases
the deviations are very small and mathematical
models based on ideal flows may be applied . When
the deviations from the ideal flows (corresponding to
the ideal plug-flow reactor or continuous stirred-tank
reactor) become significant, one has to identify them
in order to decide on an appropriate flowing model to
be applied for studying the performance (conversion
and selectivity) of a real reactor properly [8–10].

The purpose of the present work is to study and
measure the deviations from the ideal flow models of
the circulation of c-caprolactam and, respectively, of
polymer melt, along an industrial polymerization unit
used for the synthesis of PA-6 . We intend to provide
some interesting pieces of information in allowing to
design new polymerization devices, which are able to
assure a flow uniformity and, consequently, to improve
the polymer quality via the control of the polymer
polydispersity (i .e ., the residence time in reactor) .

a tracer into the stream entering the vessel and
analyzing the exit stream.

Introduction of a radiotracer impulse into the
system permits the residence time distribution to be
measured directly via the external detection of radio-
activity as a function of time; thus, the taking-off of
samples, which is often difficult, may be avoided.

The RTD of the elementary fluid volumes is
characterized by the E(t), F(t), I(t) and Mt) functions,
as determined when the elementary fluid volumes are
exiting from the reactor [9, 11].

The exit age distribution function, E(t), is
defined so that [E(t)dt] should represent the fluid
fraction with an age between t and t+ dt.

!E(t)dt =1

	

(1)
0

is fulfilled . For a discrete equidistant distribution, E(t)
is calculated as a function of the radiotracer activity
A(t) of the exit stream:

E(t) =	 A(t)
EA(t) .et

Mt) is defined as the intensity of RTD function and
may be calculated with the following relation :

( 2 )

THEORETICAL ASPECTS

~(t) –	 E (t)
1– F(t)

(3)

The general procedure to investigate the flow charac-
teristics of a given system includes two different
phases . The first stage concerns the development of a
mathematical model, based on the relations derived
from the physical model describing the given system.
Second, one has to perform experimental observation
of the residence time distribution (RTD) of the fluid
in the vessel, in order to calculate the parameters of
the theoretical model.

The residence time, t, of a fluid element is
defined by the time spent by that fluid element in the
vessel . It can be obtained experimentally by injecting

The shape of Mt) provides some interesting
pieces of information about the fluid flow inside the
chemical reactor (Figure 1).

The distribution functions are characterized by
the following moments:
a) the first moment, which represents the mean

residence time, f :

(4)
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Figure 1 . A(0) curves for different flow models (a) plug-flow
model ; (b) well-mixed model ; (c) presence of stagnant
regions ; (d) presence of one short-circuit ; (e) — turbulent flow.

and
b) the second moment about the mean, also called

the dispersion of distribution or variance, a

1, (t 1 —t) 1 - E( t ,)
a2 =

i E(t, )

The distribution functions and the corresponding
moments may be also expressed as a function of the
dimensionless residence time, 9 –t/t, so that the
above relations become:

E(0) = t E(t) ;

	

fE(9)d9 =1 (6)
0

MO) = -
UM = E(0)

( 7 )
I(0)

2

	

2
6 B = 12 a 1 (8)

In the case of reaction kinetics of first or second
order, the mean conversion can also be calculated

using the density distribution function:

X(t)= fX(t) .E(t)

	

(9)
0

where X(t) represents the conversion at time t [8, 11,
12] .

The analysis of all the distribution functions
presented above permit to evaluate the main
characteristics of a fluid flow and will be used in the
present work in order to determine and quantify the
deviations from the ideal flow models in the case of
the flow of e-caprolactam and, respectively, of the
polymer melt through an industrial synthesis unit for
PA-6.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental study for the determination of the
RTD was performed on an industrial polymerization
unit of e-caprolactam working at pressure (Figure 2),

(b)

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the s-caprolactam polymer-
ization unit. The six measuring points (a, b, c, d, e and f) are
indicated.

k (0)

i

(5)
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which is actually operating at S .C. POLIROM S .A.
Roman (Romania).

The reaction mixture was marked by injecting a
radiotracer impulse into the feeding pump ,of the
reactor (1). The polymerization unit contains a
pulsation compensator (2) for damping the volumetric
flow variations, a prepolymerizer device (3), a by-
pass system (4) and the polymerization column (5).
The polymerization column we used is a VK tube
(from the German Vereinfacht Kontinuierlich) equip-
ped with perforated plates (6), which assure the mix-
ing of the reaction mass . The radiotracer employed
was 24Na, as a NaCl solution, each marking consisting
of an impulse of 5—10 mL solution of50 mCi activity.
The 24Na isotope has a half life of 14.97 h and emits
y-radiations of 138 and 2 .76 MeV, respectively.

In a previous paper [13], we presented and
analyzed some experimental results for an industrial
polymerization unit without the prepolymerizer
device (3), which was excluded by using the by-pass
system (4) . This time the prepolymerization unit is
operating and the six measuring points are located as
following : at 5 m after the point of the radiotracer
injection (a), after the prepolymerization unit (b), in
the column at the output level of zone I (c), zone II (d)
and zone M (e), respectively, and on the evacuation
pipe of the polymer melt from the column (f).

The measurements were carried out at equal
intervals of time, using a Geiger-Muller counter and a
20026-RT-type impulse analyzer (Germany).

The experimental data, representing the
radiotracer activity as a function of time, have been
corrected by subtracting the natural radiation back-
ground and also by applying a correction due to
disintegration, with the following relation:

A e =[A(t)—F]•exp(
0.693t )

t 112

where: Ae - corrected radiotracer activity; A(t) -
radiotracer activity as a function of time; F - natural
radiation level ; t - time at which the measurement was
performed; t i n - half life of 24Na.

The operating conditions of the polymerization
reactor were as follows : pressure 9 .5 bar, temperature

in the five regions : 237 'C in prepolymerization
device, 265 'C (first zone), 250 'C (second zone),
250 'C (third zone) and 246 'C (fourth zone) . The
experiments were performed for a daily polymer
production of 5 .200 kg.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The radioactivity values as a function of time permit-
ted the calculation of the E(0), F(9), 1(0) and A(0)
functions for the six measuring points, one consider-
ing as the initial time, to, the time at which the lactam
marking has been performed (considered as zero
position).

The experimental data corresponding to the
radiotracer activity as a function of time are shown as
representation of the distribution functions E. (Figure
3) and A5 (Figure 4), by means of which one may
characterize the fluid flow inside the system under
consideration.

The data recorded in the control point "a"
indicates that the lactam circulation through the pipe
is a near plug-flow, with a small mixing part (curve a
in Figure 3). The passage through the pulsation
compensator modifies the flowing aspect and
generates a mixing of the fluid elements from the
marked sequence with other unmarked fluid elements,
and the pump pulsations are being considerably
attenuated . Such a phenomenon is confirmed by the
aspect of the function X(0), which tends to stabilize at
constant value for 0 higher than 0 .8-0 .9; this
behaviour of the ?,(0) function indicates no non-
uniformities of the fluid flow. It means that the melted
lactam is advancing with intense mixing, a fact
illustrated by the intensity function, which tends to
values close to 1 (curve a in Figure 4).

When the sequence of marked fluid passes
through the prepolymerizer, its flow is changing
from a mixing flow to a plug-flow, with a minor
mixing contribution.

The E($) function (curve b in Figure 3)
demonstrates the occurrence of a "tail", which
indicates that a certain part of the fluid is evacuated
from the prepolymerizer device after longer residence

(10)
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Figure 3. The Ee function in various measuring points of the polymerization unit (a, b, c, d, e and 1 on the curves correspond to
the measuring points in Figure 2).
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times. Then the average value, [Eq , is determined
from the experimental data, by using the eqn (4).

The A.(6) function (curve h in Figure 4) presents
a maximum at 0 = 0 .9, which is followed by a
decrease up to 0 = 1 .5 and then by a new increase,
which indicates a more rapid evacuation of the fluid
from the installation around 0 = 1 .7.

The prepolymer melt is entering into the poly-
merization column with the flowing characteristics as
presented above.

The analysis of the density functions of the
E(0) distribution corresponding to each polymeriz-
ation region permits a series of observations. Thus, in
the first three zones (curves c, d and e), the fluid flow
presents a predominant local mixing character, due to

the passage through the perforated plates of the
column; this fact is affirmed by more and more
pronounced maxims of the E(0) function over
narrower and narrower 0 domains . One may observe
that, when progressing through the polymerization
column, the fluid flow passes gradually from a plug-
flow type to a mixing flow type.

It seems that small quantities of material suffer
internal recirculation, fact indicated by the step-
evolution occurring on the descending arm of the
curves . The non-uniformities of the flow, already
observed at the entrance in the polymerization
column, are propagating from one region to another
and induce high variations of the maxim values of the
E(0) curves.

14
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4

2
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6

Figure 4. The a B function in various measuring points of the polymerization unit (a, b, c d, a and f on the curves correspond to
.the measuring points in Figure 2).
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When the polymer melt is going out from the
fourth zone of the polymerization column (curve f in
Figure 3), its RTD becomes larger and two peaks
appear. These two peaks correspond to the division of
the polymer melt in two, when arriving to the
spinning nozzle, and each polymer melt flux going to
a distinct granulating position . In such a case, the
characteristic step-evolution, indicating recirculations,
disappear, while the value of 0 at which the maxims
occur are of 0 .9 and 1 .1, respectively.

Figure 4 allows a comparative analysis of the
intensity function X,(0) for the first three regions of
the column (curves c, d and e in Figure 4) . One may
observe that the stagnant volumes summed up from
the dosing zone up to the output of the third zone are
put into evidence by the occurrence of the maxim
M0) values at 0 much higher than 1 (0 = L65 for
curve c and 0 = 1 .25 for curve d) . The maxim of the
curve corresponding to the third zone (curve e) occurs
for 0 close to 1, a fact that is an evidence for a
decrease of the proportion of stagnant volumes, as
compared to a higher flow volume . In the case of this
polymerization zone, the maxim given by the internal
recirculations is also evident . Another interesting
observation concerns the fact that for all the three
zones a sudden increase of the M0) function occurs,
starting from the same value, 0 = 1 .9, which indicates
a higher evacuation at such a 0.

The A,(0) function corresponding to the output
of the last zone of the column (curve fin Figure 4) is
monotonously increasing and that demonstrates a
turbulent flow . The split of the maxim of the curve
E(0) may be related to the two shoulders recorded on
the increasing part of the X(0) curve.

In order to perform a quantitative analysis of
the flow "defects " observed during the passage
through the polymerization column, for each polymer-
ization zone we calculated the average residence time,
inv and the corresponding nominal time, i n

(calculated as the ratio between the volume of the
zone and the volumetric flow rate) . Thus, we could
estimate the fraction of stagnant volume V s,ay,n r from
each polymerization zone taken into study, as part of
the total volume of the zone, using the following
relation:

VSMgUBM

	

t exp

VZOde

	

t o

The results obtained are presented in Table 1.
At the same time, we calculated the dispersion

of the RTD (also called variance), a,2,, by using the
eqns (5) and (8) (Table I ).

Knowing this parameter we may now determine
the dispersion criterion, D/vL, by applying the
approximation or 2D/VL, and using the condition
of "closed system", which is fulfilled by our system:

lz [
0a2 D – (vL—

)
2 [I – exp( D l]

where: D - coefficient of longitudinal dispersion ; V -
average velocity of the melt (calculated as ratio
between the length of the zone and the global average
residence time) ; L - length of the zone.

From the data presented in the Table 1, one
may observe that the variance (i .e ., the dispersion
criterion) decreases from the first zone of the
polymerization column up to the last zone.

If considering that, for the second zone, the
average experimental residence time is close to the
nominal time, one may appreciate that the value of
D=0.233 m 2/h is quite correct to use in order to
determine the theoretical criterion of dispersion for
the other regions [14] . This criterion involves the use
of the average nominal velocity, v„ , obtained by
dividing the total length of the reactor to the global
nominal time (vn 0 .704 m/h).

Another observation refers to the fact that the
most important deviations of the experimental disper-
sion criterion from the theoretical one, occur in the
regions Ill and IV of the polymerization column,
zones with significant deviations of f, w versus i n

and, consequently, with the most important stagnant
volumes . So, the regions III and IV exhibit the most
important flow anomalies and here an intervention
might be necessary in order to improve the general
hydrodynamic regime [15].

The high value of the volume of the stagnant
zone corresponding to the prepolymerizer device is

(12)
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Table 1 . Residence times and dispersion characteristics in the case of a polymerization unit with prepolymerizer device.

Polymerization column
Installation Prepolyrnerizer

Zone! Zone II Zone III Zone IV

Length of the column (m) – 3 6 11 18 .42

t m (h) 0 .10 4.25 4 .25 7 .10 10 .45

t axp (h) 0.129 3.990 4.180 6 .720 6.080

tm p global =it-pep, (h) 0 .19 4.18 8 .36 15.08 21 .16
a

__

	

L
— 0 .75 0 .72 0.73 0 .87

v _

	

(~)t

	

global
P

as 0 .069 0 .202 1 .109 0 .078 0 .017

D }

	

al,
(vL Ie

= 2 0 .039 0 .101 0 .054 0 .039 0 .080

D (m2Th) – 0.227 0 .233 0 .313 0 .128

(_D
0 .110 0.055 0.030 0 .018

v m L

	

agaric.]

P8 % from Vpp 6 .1% from Vi 1 .7 % from VII 5.3% from Vtu 42% from Va,Stagnant volume of each zone
[% of the total volume of the zone] (%)

probably due to some flow delays induced by the
severe modification of the fluid density (when passing
from the lactam melt to the prepolymer). This means
that we may consider that this stagnant zone is only
apparent.

CONCLUSION

The hydrodynamic study presented in this paper,
based on the use of a radiotracer, allowed us to realize
an extensive analysis of the fluid flow through a real
industrial polymerization unit for c-caprolactam,
which contains a prepolymerizer device and a contin-
uous hydrolytic polymerization column, working at
high pressure.

The qualitative analysis of the flow was based
on the individual and comparative study of E (0)
functions of the residence time distribution, on one
side, and the intensity functions 7,(0), on the other

side, determined in six different points considered
significant for describing the flow of the c-capro-
lactam and polymer melt, respectively, through the
industrial polymerization unit.

The dispersion (variance) of the RTD was
calculated and, on this base, the dispersion criterion
DIvL, was determined by applying to our system the
"closed vessel" conditions.

The mean residence time 1 eXp was calculated as

the first moment of the distribution functions and
compared with the nominal time, t„ , defined as the
ratio between the reactor volume and the volumetric
flow rate. This comparison allowed us to estimate the
fraction of stagnant volume from the total volume of
each zone of the polymerization installation.

Our experimental study, developed for a daily
production capacity of 5 .200 kg, confirms that in the
feeding pipes the melt lactam follow a near perfectly
plug-flow, with a minor mixing contribution.

The fluid flow through the prepolymerizer
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device is a near plug-flow, with minor mixing contri-
bution, although an apparent stagnant region was
observed, which might be due to the severe density
evolution of the reaction mass;

The analysis of the density functions corres-
ponding to each polymerization region show that in
the first three zones of the polymerization unit, the
fluid flow presents a predominant local mixing
character and, when progressing through the column,
the fluid flow passes gradually from a plug-flow type
to a mixing- flow type.

The experimental average residence time is
quite close to the nominal time in the first three
regions, the stagnant volumes representing only a
small part (1 .7 6 .1%) of the useful volume.

In the fourth zone, the melt flow is turbulent
and the taxa «L„ , a fact which indicates a more rapid
evacuation . This phenomenon may be due to several
factors : operation conditions, constructive character-
istics of the zone, polymer intrinsic properties.

The major deviations from the ideal plug-flow
occur in the third and fourth zones of the polymer-
ization column, which are zones with significant
differences between Land l a , and implicitly, with
the most important stagnant volumes (up to 42% of
the total volume of each zone) . This means that the
zones III and IV of the polymerization column are the
regions where an appropriate intervention may change
the flow characteristics in order to obtain a uniform
flow rate profile for the system under study.

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

A(t) - activity as a function of time, rd.
Ac - corrected activity, rd.
b - coefficient of longitudinal dispersion, m 2 .h" l ,
E - exit-age distribution function.
F - integral distribution function.
P- natural level of radiation, rd.
I - RTD function inside the reactor.
L - length of the reactor, m.
PA-6 - polyamide 6 (poly-c-caprolactam).
RTD - residence time distribution.
t - residence time, h.

t - mean residence time, h.
i:, - experimental mean residence time, h.
t„ - nominal mean residence time, h.
ti n - half life of 24Na, h.
V - average velocity of the melt, m.h-l .
V - volume, m'.
X(t) - conversion at time t.
X(i) - mean conversion.

Greek letters
A, - intensity of RTD function.
0 - dimensionless residence time.

- variance of RTD, h a .
6az - dimensionless variance of RTD.
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